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openQA tests fail on OBS Tumbleweed
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Description
See Request 855720. From the build log I was able to extract the following failures:
not ok 762 - no (unexpected) warnings (via done_testing)
# Subtest: error pages shown for OpenQA::WebAPI::Controller::Step
not ok 3 - no (unexpected) warnings (via done_testing)
not ok 29 - short test URLs are supported the same # TODO not implemented
[ 711s] #
Failed (TODO) test 'short test URLs are supported the same'
[ 711s] #
at ./t/40-script_openqa-clone-custom-git-refspec.t line 93.
[ 711s] # STDOUT & STDERR:
[ 711s] # openqa-clone-job --skip-chained-deps --within-instance https://openqa.opensuse.org t123
4 _GROUP=0 TEST=my_test@user/repo#my/branch BUILD=user/repo#9128 CASEDIR=https://github.com/user/r
epo.git#my/branch PRODUCTDIR=repo/product NEEDLES_DIR=/my/case/dir/product/needles
[ 711s] #
[ 711s] # don't match:
[ 711s] # (?^:openqa-clone-job --skip-chained-deps --within-instance https://openqa.opensuse.org
1234 _GROUP=0 TEST=my_test@user/repo#my/branch BUILD=user/repo#9128 CASEDIR=https://github.com/use
r/repo.git#my/branch PRODUCTDIR=repo/product NEEDLES_DIR=/my/case/dir/product/needles)
[ 711s] # as expected
not ok 31 - multiple short URLs from different hosts point to individual hosts # TODO not implemen
ted
[ 711s] #
Failed (TODO) test 'multiple short URLs from different hosts point to individual host
s'
[ 711s] #
at ./t/40-script_openqa-clone-custom-git-refspec.t line 95.
[ 711s] # STDOUT & STDERR:
[ 711s] # openqa-clone-job --skip-chained-deps --within-instance https://openqa.opensuse.org t123
4 _GROUP=0 TEST=my_test@user/repo#my/branch BUILD=user/repo#9128 CASEDIR=https://github.com/user/r
epo.git#my/branch PRODUCTDIR=repo/product NEEDLES_DIR=/my/case/dir/product/needles
[ 711s] # openqa-clone-job --skip-chained-deps --within-instance https://openqa.suse.de t1234 _GR
OUP=0 TEST=my_test@user/repo#my/branch BUILD=user/repo#9128 CASEDIR=https://github.com/user/repo.g
it#my/branch PRODUCTDIR=repo/product NEEDLES_DIR=/my/case/dir/product/needles
[ 711s] #
[ 711s] # don't match:
[ 711s] # (?^s:openqa-clone-job --skip-chained-deps --within-instance https://openqa.opensuse.org
1234 _GROUP=0 TEST=my_test@user/repo#my/branch BUILD=user/repo#9128 CASEDIR=https://github.com/us
er/repo.git#my/branch PRODUCTDIR=repo/product NEEDLES_DIR=/my/case/dir/product/needles.* 1234)
[ 711s] # as expected
[ 800s] [error] [pid:5450] Stopping openqa-webapi process because a Perl warning occurred: Mojoli
cious::Routes::Route::via is DEPRECATED in favor of Mojolicious::Routes::Route::methods at templat
e not_found.html.ep line 26.
[ 800s]
not ok 3 - sub process openqa-webapi terminated with exit code 10752
[ 800s]
1..3
[ 800s]
not ok 4 - no (unexpected) warnings (via END block)
not ok 13 - no (unexpected) warnings (via done_testing)
not ok 17 - Calling 'openqa --help' returns exit code 0
not ok 25 - Calling 'openqa-cli --help' returns exit code 0
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'openqa-livehandler --help' returns exit code 0
'openqa-scheduler --help' returns exit code 0
'openqa-websockets --help' returns exit code 0
'openqa-workercache --help' returns exit code 0

Related issues:
Related to openQA Project - action #81038: Avoid using Mojolicious::Routes::R...

Resolved

2020-12-14

2020-12-30

History
#1 - 2020-12-15 10:28 - cdywan
- Related to action #81038: Avoid using Mojolicious::Routes::Route::route which is DEPRECATED in favor of Mojolicious::Routes::Route::any in asset
pack added
#2 - 2020-12-15 10:31 - mkittler
- Assignee set to mkittler
#3 - 2020-12-15 19:45 - okurz
- Target version set to Ready
#4 - 2020-12-16 08:46 - okurz
- Project changed from openQA Infrastructure to openQA Project
- Category set to Concrete Bugs
- Status changed from New to In Progress
moving to "openQA Project" as everyone could solve this. This is about the public packages that we provide, not only (internal) infrastructure. General
rule: "If Adam Williamson or Guillaume Gardet could in theory solve the ticket, it's part of openQA Project" :)
#5 - 2020-12-17 04:07 - openqa_review
- Due date set to 2020-12-31
Setting due date based on mean cycle time of SUSE QE Tools
#6 - 2020-12-17 12:42 - mkittler
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
The PR (https://github.com/os-autoinst/openQA/pull/3644) has been merged and builds for Factory succeed again. The build should pass in the
openSUSE:Factory project again if the fixed openQA version is submitted. There's already https://bugzilla.opensuse.org/show_bug.cgi?id=1180048
so I'm closing this issue here.
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